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As Fred Andersen argues in his magisterial Crucible of War: The Seven 
Years’ War and the Fate of Empire in British North America, 1754–1766 that 
the Seven Years’ War was the central event of the eighteenth century, 
Skinner demonstrates that the standard narrative of North American 
history cannot be cast as proceeding east to west. However, as a re-
gional history, The Upper Country stops short of truly connecting 
French imperial and colonial enterprise to the larger processes of 
North American development. For example, by ending the narrative 
before the Seven Years’ War, Skinner misses the chance to show how 
the French persisted, often through intermarriage with the region’s 
Indians and their continued importance within the Great Lakes’ fur-
trade economy, to influence later British and American political, social, 
and economic understanding.  
 Postured toward undergraduates and survey courses, and largely 
eschewing historiographical debate, except when Skinner writes that 
“expediency has always taken precedence over culture” (xii), The Up-
per Country richly deserves a place in the classroom or on the book-
shelf. While light on historiography, which the author readily admits, 
the book includes a detailed and informative bibliographical essay 
that alerts readers to the major historical literature on the French and 
the Great Lakes. What most makes this book useful and important to 
those interested in midwestern history, however, is that Skinner goes 
beyond politics, economics, and war, and actually details the cultural 
and social lives of the French and Indians in the Great Lakes, which is 
a difficult task. Moreover, Skinner’s mining and close reading of pri-
mary sources, along with his well-written and concise narrative, brings 
the historical actors and events to life and succeeds in re-creating and 
contextualizing the Great Lakes world those individuals inhabited.  
   
 
The Sangamo Frontier: History and Archaeology in the Shadow of Lincoln, 
by Robert Mazrim. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007. x, 352 
pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, index. $55.00 cloth, $20.00 paper.  
Reviewer Debra A. Reid is associate professor of history at Eastern Illinois 
University. She teaches and writes about material culture, public history, and 
African American history. 
Robert Mazrim has produced an engaging forensic analysis of what 
occurred during the frontier era along the Edwards Trace in Illinois. 
That focus might not attract readers, but the more provocative title 
should. Mazrim draws from a period place name, Sangamo, thus 
accurately reflecting the blending of Native, French, and American 
cultures that occurred in the region between the 1790s and the 1840s. 
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Mazrim emphasizes the years between the War of 1812 and the end of 
the Black Hawk War as the period when Native culture ceased to exist 
in the area and French influence gave way to American ideals based on 
entrepreneurship and consumerism. His reference to Abraham Lincoln 
in the subtitle reflects the ways the notable American’s legacy has 
drawn amateur and professional historians and archaeologists to 
study the places Lincoln trod, particularly Springfield and New Salem, 
but also indicates the ways his legacy has obscured and even helped 
obliterate material evidence of what really occurred over a transition 
period during the early nineteenth century. Mazrim studies what lies 
buried literally beneath the sod and figuratively under accretions of 
memory and forgetfulness, myth and abandonment. This book is about 
so much more than the title implies. 
 The Sangamo Frontier addresses a goal that anyone interested in local 
history can appreciate. Mazrim sets out to show that “this place (like 
many places) was once much different” (3). He uses archaeology to fer-
ret out the difference because “archaeology has a peculiar ability to en-
hance and also to challenge the written word” (3). Examples abound, 
starting with the term frontier, which could denote isolation and cultural 
change, as Frederick Jackson Turner argued, but which Mazrim argues 
became a zone where Americans tried to be civilized by possessing the 
most fashionable ceramics, building rural industry, and creating oppor-
tunities for commerce. They brought their culture with them.  
 Mazrim combines traditional historical sources (public records, 
correspondence, period accounts, and secondary sources) with ar-
chaeological evidence. The structure of the book reflects this blending. 
History and archaeology coexist throughout The Sangamo Frontier, but 
the last half of the book emphasizes the application of the method to 
the place. Mazrim’s expertise shines in this section as he shares find-
ings from professional excavations that he managed in places along 
Edwards Trace. Those excavations occurred more often in the shadow 
of the wrecking ball than in Lincoln’s shadow. Mazrim balances places 
that prospered during the frontier transition era, such as Ile’s store in 
Springfield, with places that progress bypassed and founders aban-
doned, specifically Sangamo. Then he concludes with a sobering ac-
count of how public enthusiasm for Lincoln led to historic manipula-
tion at New Salem, starting during the 1880s and culminating in the 
1930s with the apparent destruction of historic evidence so the myth 
associated with the place survived and contradictory evidence in the 
form of the actual site of the Rutledge Tavern could be eradicated. 
 A wide range of readers should find Mazrim’s book appealing, 
including historians of the early Midwest, frontier and borderland 
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experiences, state and local history, and public history. Critical analysis 
of the public’s role in preserving the past has appeared recently in, for 
example, a collection of essays edited by John H. Jameson Jr., The Re-
constructed Past: Reconstructions in the Public Interpretation of Archaeology 
and History (2004) and in an article by Barbara Burlison Mooney, “Lin-
coln’s New Salem: Or, the Trigonometric Theorem of Vernacular Res-
toration,” in Perspectives in Vernacular Architecture 11 (2004), to which 
Mazrim contributed. The Sangamo Frontier, along with Jameson’s and 
Mooney’s studies, and other studies like them, could lead readers to 
conclude that all preservationists lack integrity and ethics. If such res-
ignation surfaces, keep reading Mazrim. He concludes with the exca-
vations he conducted in Peoria during 2001 when a small post-in-earth 
French dwelling was discovered. “The local citizenry were elated with 
the overdue appearance of their French history in the ground. There 
was never any question that the village had been here, but that unas-
suming impression in the subsoil gave the stories an inescapable and 
haunting authenticity” (324). Such finds also indicate that the past can 
be buried, literally and figuratively, but with patience, planning, integ-
rity, and persistence, that past can be recovered and its meaning taken 
into account. 
 
 
Inkpaduta: Dakota Leader, by Paul N. Beck. Norman: University of Okla-
homa Press, 2008. xx, 188 pp. Maps, illustrations, notes, bibliography, 
index. $24.95 cloth. 
Reviewer William E. Lass is professor emeritus of history at Minnesota State 
University, Mankato. His most recent book is Navigating the Missouri: Steam-
boating on Nature's Highway, 1819–1935 (2008). He has also written about inter-
actions between Indians and whites on Minnesota’s frontier. 
Inkpaduta, a Wahpekute Dakota Indian chief, is remembered in Iowa 
history as the perpetrator of the so-called Spirit Lake Massacre. In 
March 1857 his small band of about a dozen warriors murdered 32 
settlers in Dickinson County’s lake region. Most of the killings oc-
curred between the east and west Okoboji lakes, but only Spirit Lake 
to their north appeared by name on Joseph N. Nicollet’s widely used 
map, Hydrographical Basin of the Upper Mississippi River (1843). Conse-
quently, Iowa’s greatest Indian-white conflict was identified with the 
area’s best known landmark.  
 Although he had a relatively long life (ca. 1805–ca. 1879), Inkpa-
duta’s fame is derived primarily from the Spirit Lake incident and its 
aftermath. As Beck explains, most of the extant information about 
Inkpaduta is for the period from 1854 (when he became band chief) to 
